Alvar Aalto
Connecting
Northern
Potentials

The Lapland Plan – From
Central Place to Regional
Networks
In the beginning of the 1950’s, Aalto
widened his scope from Rovaniemi to the
entire Province of Lapland. He realized
that a comprehensive regional level plan
was needed to integrate conflicting land
use interests between industrialization,
settlements and nature. In 1955 he wrote:

The Lapland Plan

“The purpose of the regional plan is to
give guidance, not to regulate. It aims
at the guidance of new construction in
such locations where they are least in
conflict with present livelihoods. The
plan will respect private ownership, but
we can expect responsibility towards the
community; a balance would bring the
best possible solution for the common
good. In other words, the plan aims at
guidance, not regulation.”
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The Great Reconstruction
The Province of Lapland is an Arctic region in
Finland. After World War II, Lapland faced two major
development challenges. The entire building stock,
including the provincial capital Rovaniemi, as well
as the traffic and energy infrastructure, had been
destroyed in the war. All this had to be rebuilt.
The other effort was the national interest to produce
electricity for the entire country. The big rivers were
the lifelines of Lapland. The hydropower plants
and reservoirs endangered villages and traditional
livelihoods such as fishing, timber floating,
agriculture and reindeer husbandry.

The Impact Assessments –
Dealing with a Dominating
National Energy Interest
As a pragmatic planner, Aalto was well
aware that Finland needed electricity
as soon as possible. He also anticipated
mineral excavation as well as new
transport connections. He emphasized
that the role of spatial planning was
to solve conflicts between these
land use interests. His choice was
not to participate in the planning of
hydropower plants and reservoirs, but
he wanted to know exactly what would
be the consequences of the massive
hydroelectricity construction programme.

There was no return to pre-war times. These two efforts
were milestones in the modernization of post-war Finland.

A Lifetime Project
Alvar Aalto had a key role in the reconstruction. He
did not consider Lapland as a periphery; he dealt with
it as a European region with global connections, with
Rovaniemi on the Arctic Circle as the main urban center
of the High North. In 1945, Aalto led the replanning of
Rovaniemi. During the 1950’s, he prepared the Regional
Plan of Lapland to integrate industrialization with
communities, nature and livelihoods. He continued
urban planning and designing architecture in Rovaniemi
until the end of his life. His widow architect Elissa Aalto
finalized the administration center in the 1980’s.
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For the first time in the world, he included
in the planning process environmental,
social and economical impact assessments
by leading experts. The assessments warned
about the destruction of riverside villages and
the loss of the natural state of the big rivers.

Flexibility in Plans According to
Future Needs
The Lapland Plan became a tool to alleviate
the effects of power plant construction to
communities. Aalto’s staff prepared resilient
master plans for riverside settlements to
cope with rapid changes in nature, such
as water rise on agricultural land as well
as rapid population change caused by
industrialization. The local plans were
made simultaneously and in interaction
with each other. The approach was place
based, as Aalto wrote in a profound
newspaper article in 1955:
Rovaniemi in local, regional, national and global geography. Image: AA

The area of the Lapland Regional Plan. Image: AA

a huge Arctic region. It will be planned and
built to benefit from all future possibilities for
development. Life will return, people will arrive,
and the transport network will be built. It will
be a traffic node for the routes leading from the
Atlantic and Arctic Oceans, the White Sea and
the Gulf of Bothnia.
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Rovaniemi 1945 – the
Proactive Mindset
In 1940, Aalto studied New Deal planning
in the US. After the war he led the
organizing of an exhibition of British urban
reconstruction in Helsinki. These became the
roots of his pragmatic, social and humanistic
planning method. In 1945, he wrote about
the Rovaniemi Reconstruction Plan as follows:
“Rovaniemi has been totally destroyed in the
war. But it shall be reborn as the capital of
Rovaniemi as the center of the Kemi River settlement network. Image: AA

From the chaotic urban pattern of old Rovaniemi,
marked by black ruins, a center was formed
according to the urban planning principle of a
human hand placed on the map of the town.
Symbolically one can say that a community
was hereby formed, with the palm constituting
a central park, and the fingers marking zones
where traffic shall be located, and the open
spaces between fingers being parts of the
town where housing and jobs are located. The
Reindeer Antler Plan will be flexible enough in
order to deal with unanticipated changes in all
spatial functions. My resiliency principle is that
the basic structural solution of the city has to be
able to cope with all possible future changes.
Main transport connections will be located
in green corridors in order not to disturb the
residential, administrative and business areas.”
Manuscript: AA

“Lapland has its special character and
nature. A general approach cannot be
used, therefore the correct territorial
characteristics and determinants should
not be very difficult to find. Municipality by
municipality, we shall make an inventory
of values by examining the specific
economical needs. Also historical values
should be taken into account, combining
them with new ones will make the plan
comprehensive enough”.

Climate Resistant Housing and
the Contact Triangle Principle
Immediately after the war, The Finnish
Government decided to provide proper
housing as soon as possible for the people
who had lost their homes in the war. Aalto
designed a wide variety of housing types
adapted for harsh climate. These buildings
had maximum exposure to scarce winter
light and minimum exterior surface
facing cold North winds.
Aalto introduced his contact triangle
principle: housing, services, workplaces
and traffic infrastructure were planned
simultaneously. Each sub-center had its
own basic services.

The Rovaniemi Reindeer
Antler Plan
Urban Coherence with
Inner Growth
The Rovaniemi Reconstruction Plan was completed
in 1945 by the ad hoc task force of the Finnish
Association of Architects SAFA, led by Alvar Aalto.

At local level, Aalto was faced with sudden
population pulses caused by dam workers and
the return of the evacuated population as well as
refugees from Karelia.
A new system of coordinated local planning was
established. Several riverside master plans were
drafted simultaneously and in interaction as networks
connected with the transport infrastructure.

The Civic Center
In the 1945 plan, the public buildings were near
the Kemi River. In the 1950’s, Aalto designed a
Civic Center located in the inner city because
he wanted to emphasize Rovaniemi as the
administration and culture center of Lapland.
The population today is 62 000 inhabitants.

What About
Implementation?
Aalto did not question electricity production.
However, based on the EIA report, he pointed out
that the energy need could be satisfied with smaller
units causing less damage to the fragile river nature.

Pelkosenniemi village before and after industrialization. A plan to guide
the development of the village centre. The agricultural areas have been
preserved. The highway is surrounded by a forest zone. Image: AA

Using the Media – Planning as
Communication
The Lapland Plan was a new issue, and people
were cautious about it. Aalto used newspapers to
explain his aims for decision makers and citizens.
His staff organized public meetings in remote
villages. He wrote that the plan has to “galvanize”
people to discuss different solutions and
understand that the plan was for common good.

Why Aalto?
– Messages for Today
Rovaniemi — from ashes to a center of the High North. Photos: Arkkitehti 11-12, 1945.

Probably the most important innovation was
the impact assessment of a major national
industrial project on the environment
and population. Impact assessment raised
environmental awareness and laid the basis for
modern statutory assessment in spatial planning.
Launching a cross-border approach by referring
to the potentials in neighboring countries as well
as connecting Lapland into the European and the
Arctic context showed the way to today’s policies.

Interior of Aalto’s Rovaniemi library. Photo: Mikko Paajala

The Lapland Plan
– Designing a Megaregion
Opening a New Planning Paradigm
Aalto was one of the first planners in the world to
deal with national, regional and local spatial interests
in an integrated manner. His references were the
Tennessee Valley Authority TVA in the USA, the
Cantons of Switzerland as well as the cross-border
Danube Plan presented in the United Nations in 1945.
In 1953, in his Imatra Plan to restructure a war split
region, he referred to the Iron Gate of the Danube River.
Aalto started to present and promote the Lapland
Plan widely to stakeholders, media and the public
in 1950. With Rovaniemi taking the lead, the Plan
was officially commisioned in 1953 by the Regional
Planning Association of Lapland’s municipalities.

Activity Zones
– Like Rings in the Water

Starting an integrated regional plan for a
vast area paved the way for modern regional
planning in Finland.

The Lapland Plan was not even meant to be a
blueprint for direct implementation. It was intended
to be a rolling guidance instrument for proaction
and reaction for spatial development alternatives.
Aalto’s staff worked at all levels of planning
because municipalities did not have resources.
The palette included experimental housing,
transport, industrialization, environmental
protection, recreation, tourism and settlement
patterns. All this needed legislation that did
not exist in the 1950’s. The master plans were
completed in 1957, and work ended when the new
Planning and Building Act came into force in 1958.

The Master
Plans
(top to down)

The general aim was to
guide scatterered village
settlement into a denser
and better connected
pattern. Housing for
evacuated people and dam
construction workers could
later be used as parts of
permanent buildings.
Muurola and Jaatila
villages were connected
with a ”linked master
plan” to guide the
transition from agricultural
villages to an industrialized
entity without losing the
agricultural character.
In Kittilä village, new
dense housing is gathered
around the existing village
center. The character of
the area below the EastWest road would remain
agricultural.
The Town of Kemijärvi
is the center of Eastern
Lapland. Industrialization
and the growth perspective
were supported by
its excellent location
as a traffic node. The
surrounding housing areas
have their own sub-centres
and light industry areas.

Muurola and Jaatila linked master plan.
Image: AA

There is a lack of legislation even today for such
a visionary and comprehensive cross-sectoral
planning method.

Mission Impossible?
We can see plenty of Aalto’s Lapland Project
built, including the Civic Center of Rovaniemi
as well as many housing estates. An essential
point is that his strong regional vision and
architecture helped to keep the Finnish High
North on the national development agenda
even during Southward migration and the risk
of population loss and economic decline.
Finnish Lapland is now facing a promising future.
Aalto’s visionary approach gave a foundation for the
work of the present Regional Council of Lapland.
The Rovaniemi process and the Arctic Council are in
line with Aalto’s international approach.

The principle of decentralized centralization
contributed to the rather balanced
polycentricity of modern Finland.

Kittilä master plan in local context. Image: AA

A dense settlement pattern was suggested to
replace the scattered pre-war one in order to
reduce traffic and improve accesibility of services.
A place based approach was used to create
individual development profiles for different
types of settlements.
Flexibility in plans allowing changes in size was
Aalto’s signature style. He started his urban and
regional plans from an “embryo” – a central place
or building – giving a code for further growth.
Bringing a social dimension into master planning
by designing public buildings and affordable housing
is clearly visible in his existing architecture.
Experimental housing types were developed to
cope with harsh climate and winter darkness.

The Lapland Regional Plan was a natural extension
of the 1945 Rovaniemi Plan, with the town itself
being connected to the surrounding nature via
three “activity zones” according to gradually
decreasing urban activity, like rings in the water.

Housing built step-by-step in stages, according
to gradual growth of resources, was started in
extreme conditions immediately after the war.

…Simultaneously at all Levels

The integrated master plan network encouraged
cooperation between municipalities, leading to
present intermunicipal master planning.

Aalto’s favorite slogan was “handling
unpredictable change”. He aimed at
arrangements where different solutions
cross-fertilize each other. This required
work at different flight levels. There were
national interests such as hydroelectricity
construction. Transport networks were
national, regional and local planning issues.

Practical regional studies and research to serve
planning were suggested for the new university
of Lapland. It is now the the leading university in
the High North.
The land rights of the indigenous people, the
Sami, were assessed. This was the first time when
the rights of indigenous people were taken on
the agenda in regional planning.

There were no reliable prognoses for development
during the post-war economic turbulence.
Therefore Aalto aimed at a resilient urban
structure that would function with inner growth
and prevent unpredictable urban sprawl.
Aalto considered the transport network as a
priority; nothing could be done without getting
people and cargo moving. Being inspired by the
Copenhagen Finger Plan, he located the main
traffic routes in green corridors to protect housing
and public buildings from noise and pollution.
There was even a helicopter port in the traffic
junction. The main street network was based on
the pre-war grid pattern added with hexagonal lots
to bring variety to the streetscape.

Saving soil for agriculture and forestry was
aimed at by planning industrial areas relatively
small and divided by farming and forest zones.

The nature based electricity production system with reservoirs and
dams. Image: AA

Kemijärvi Town master plan in local context. Image: AA

The Alvar Aalto Foundation wishes to bring Alvar Aalto’s urban
and regional plans for international discourse. His efforts to
integrate conflicting land use interests in a sustainable manner
is still a key task in all spatial planning.
Tommi Lindh, Director of the Alvar Aalto Foundation and Museum
The High North is a Survival Strategy for Finland. We find
business initiatives, intense economic activities in combination
with bright expectations for the future. Seen from a
wider European perspective, all positive developments in
Northernmost Europe will reflect also on Europe as a whole and
thus promote Europe in the global competition.
Ambassador Maimo Henriksson, Ministry for Foreign Affairs

Good regional governance was promoted by giving
decision making power to a regional association
consisting of independent municipalities.
Bypass highways and rail pointed out the
importance of synchronizing traffic policy over
national, regional and local administrative borders.
Kemijärvi Town in the regional transport network. Image: AA

